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Book Diplomacy in the Cultural
Cold War: Interdisciplinary Perspectives” conference. We think the
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conference is important for at least two reasons: first, for many of us,
it is perhaps the first face-to-face opportunity to meet and exchange
ideas after more than two years of Corona pandemic and endless
virtual meetings. Second, it is happening at a time of intense political
crisis, the Russian invasion of Ukraine. No doubt this crisis has
reminded us of how, despite two decades since the end of the Cold
War, the Cold War memory and politics are still very much alive and
relevant.

We have gathered in Leiden to think about an important aspect of the
Cold War: the cultural Cold War with a special focus on books and
their roles in the “winning and losing of hearts and minds.” But books
per se could not play such a role; there were people too, hence our
interest in “book diplomacy.” We hope you take this opportunity to
further explore this promising field and find time to enjoy your visit to
Leiden as well.

Conference Organizers
Giles Scott-Smith
Esmaeil Haddadian-Moghaddam

The call for Papers
Books have long been an essential medium for spreading ideas
and values, and this was particularly the case during the Cold
War. This conference invites researchers from different
disciplines and perspectives to further investigate the role and
importance of books in the Cold War. Introducing a bookcentered, materialist approach creates space for reconsidering
the methods and consequences of how publications were
sponsored, translated, distributed and received as tools of “soft
power.”

While much of the “cultural Cold War” literature has
investigated books as a significant tool in propaganda and
“influence campaigns,” alternative perspectives from literary
studies have balanced this with more attention for the book as
the outcome of specific processes of cultural production.
Placing the book as the cultural medium at the center of this
project enables a multi-layered approach to reconsider the
influence of different actors, processes, and outcomes. The
conference will build on a growing scholarship that highlights
the “cooperation and multilateral development” that took place
among public and private institutions and individuals during the
Cold War, often as “active participants with motivations and
aims of their own” (Mikkonen et al. 2018).

We are particularly interested in interdisciplinary research
projects and case studies that go beyond a zero-sum approach
to both the cultural Cold War and book diplomacy. Beyond the
front organizations and “hidden hands” were multiple networks

involving literary agents, translators, authors, editors, illustrators,
publishers, booksellers, critics and audiences who each in their
own ways played a part. These actors often had numerous,
sometimes conflicting affiliations, allegiances and agendas
which were not necessarily in line with the key policy of winning
“hearts and minds” for East, West, North, or South.

A recent special issue on “Translation and the Cultural Cold War”
in Translation and Interpreting Studies identified how this field is
a rich area for dialogue, collaboration and interdisciplinary
research between translation studies, Cold War history and
cultural diplomacy scholarship. As the articles there show, the
dialogue across these three disciplines opens up multiple ways
to critically assess the importance of translation in processes of
cultural dissemination.

We intend to use this event to recognize and assess the many
forgotten participants and their particular roles in Cold War
publishing. In what ways did this diverse array of actors
contribute to “book diplomacy” and Cold War book programs? In
which ways can we explain and understand their cultural
significance, and the cultural messages of the books that they
produced and disseminated?

This conference will be accompanied by an exhibition of history
of the Franklin Book Programs, a private network of publishing
operations around the globe that ran from the 1950s to the
1970s. The conference aims to bring together a diverse group of
scholars and papers with the intention of compiling a publication
after the event.

The themes addressed include but are not limited to the
following:

From Franklin Book Programs Archive, Princeton University Library

• Translation and the Cultural Cold War
• Book Diplomacy: The history, legacy and political
significance of Cold War book programs
• The “Book Hunger”: the transformation and development of
libraries, the publishing industry and the global book market
• Cold War styles: paperbacks, pocketbooks and bestsellers
• Transnational networks (authors, translators, publishers and
editors)
• Copyright and censorship
• Readers, audiences, and critics
• The role of archives and the digitization of Cold War literary
products

Mikkonen, Simo, Jari Parkkinen, and Gilse Scott-Smith. eds. 2019. Entangled East and West:
Cultural Diplomacy and Artistic Interaction during the Cold War. Oldenbourg: De Gruyter.

Program
Day 1: 28 April
9.30: Registration
10.00 - 10.15: Opening
10.15 – 12.00 Panel 1

Panel 1: Book Diplomacy and Power in the International System
(moderator: Giles Scott-Smith)

Steven W. Witt (University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign)

Internationalism meets the Cold War: Interwar book networks as
challenge to state power

Deborah Cohn (Indiana University Bloomington)

Professor Pearson Goes to Washington: Norman Holmes Pearson,
U.S. Literature, and the Senior Seminar in Foreign Policy

Alexander Erokhin (Kalashnikov Izhevsk State Technical University)
Online

Literature as Weapon? Soviet Book Diplomacy, Soviet and
Anglophone Literature in the Cultural Cold War between 1945 and
1965

Rósa Magnúsdóttir and Birgitte Beck Pristed (University of Iceland
and Aarhus University)

IBM and Scientific American as Tools of Soft Power: The Soviet
State Publishing Committee and Soviet-American Informal
Diplomacy, 1980-1983

12.00 - 13.30: Lunch
13.30 – 15.00: Panel 2

Panel 2: Book Diplomacy, the Middle East and Franklin Book
Programs (moderator: E. Haddadian-Moghaddam)
Ali Al-Asiri (Binghamton University)

ād’s Translations

Application of Descriptive Translation Studies on al-Aqq
in Franklin

Hafiz Abid Masood and Tahoor Ali (Int. Islamic University,
Islamabad/University of Central Punjab)

Translation as a Tool of Soft Power: A Study of Franklin Book Project in
Pakistan

Natalia Tsvetkova (St. Petersburg State University) Online

U.S. Book Diplomacy in Universities in the Middle East, 1960s–1970s:
Libraries, Publishers, and Textbooks

15.00 - 15.30: Break
15.30 - 17.15: Panel 3

Panel 3: Publishers and Literary Agents
(moderator: Cyrus Schayegh, Graduate Institute of International and
Development Studies, Geneva)

Cécile Cottenet (Aix-Marseille Université, LERMA UR 853)

Literary agents in Cold War transnational networks: Bringing books to
France (1940s-1960s)

Ilaria Sicari (Ca’ Foscari University of Venice)

The Role of Literary Agents in Transnational Circulation and
Publication of Tamizdat: Erich Linder, a Book Diplomat

Christos Mais (University of Thessaly)

Serving two masters: One publisher and two book series from both
the Iron and Bamboo Curtain in 1960s’ Greece

Zsolt Nagy (University of St. Thomas)

Democratization of Culture and the Hungarian Socialist Publishing
Policy under State Socialism

17.00 – 18.00: Drink and Exhibition
18.00: Dinner

Day 2: 29 April
9.30 - 11: Panel 4

Panel 4: Translation and the Role of Translators (moderator: E.
Haddadian-Moghaddam)

Tania Paola Hernández Hernández and Andrés Ramos García (El
Colegio de México)

Literatura soviética: The role of translation and translators in the
legitimisation of Latin American literature during the Cold War

Julia Lin Thompson (University of Sydney) Online

Translating for Children during the Cold War: The Adventures of
Tom Sawyer in Franco's Spain and Chairman Mao's China

Mila Milani (University of Warwick)

Publishing Translations from Russian in Italy during the Cold War

11 - 11.30: Break
11.30 - 12.30: Keynote lecture by

Greg Barnhisel:

“John Rhoden and African-American Writers and Artists as
Cold War Diplomats”
12.30 - 13.30: Lunch
13.30 - 15.15: Panel 5

Panel 5: Censorship and Propaganda (moderator: Giles ScottSmith)

Tomasz Korban (Pedagogical University of Krakow)

Foreign publications in the service of propaganda: Books in PolishBritish relations in 1970s

Hanna Blum (University of Graz)

Fighting with words: The role of discourses in the literary field during
the cultural Cold War in the GDR

Musa Igrek (Independent scholar)

Bellman Books: For “unfettered minds”

Sophie Heywood (University of Reading)
“They want to steal our children!” The 1949 law on publications for
children and transatlantic publishing in Cold War France

15.15 – 16.00: Closing

Franklin Book Programs Exhibition

You are really bringing my father back to life in a way he
never thought possible. He was heartbroken when
Franklin folded…he loved the work and the people so
much. No job was ever so rewarding to him and the
Franklin years were the happiest of his life. Who would
have thought that FBP would be brought out of the
darkness and into the light?
Your research is so very meaningful, Esmaeil."

Kathleen Buck
Email, March 18, 2022

Byron Buck, Franklin/New York Textbook Advisor in his 1966 Trip to Iran

Top: The launching of “Franklin Typeface” in Iran at Elmi Farhangi Publishing in
2021; Bottom, L to R: Elmi va Farhangi Museum in Tehran/Iran, mainly based on
Franklin/Tehran archives; Franklin/Cairo books in Franklin's former office

Practical Issues
Conference Venue
Graveensteen
Pieterskerkhof 6
2311 SR Leiden

Institute for History
Doelensteeg 16
2311 VL Leiden

Covid 19 Test Centers in Leiden
Breestraat 65, 2311, CJ Leiden
Kort Rapenburg 1-3, 2311 GC, Leiden

Trains
https://www.ns.nl/en

We would like to thank Pam de Groot, Office Manager, Institute
for History, for her continuous support in organizing the
conference. We are also grateful to our two student assistants
Aislinn Hughes and Evelina Veenstra for their help. Thanks are also
due to Christina and Kathleen Buck for providing some original
Franklin photos from the archive of their father, Byron Buck,
former Franklin employee and the note on page 10.

The conference is part of the research project, “Cold Books in Hot
Lands: Winning and Losing Hearts and Minds in the Middle East”
(Coldbihot) which has received funding from the European Union’s
Horizon 2020 research and innovation program under the Marie

ł

Sk odowska-Curie grant agreement number 845798.

coldbihot.net
Franklin Publications Inc. at Frankfurt Book Fair

